Abstract: Digital video is an exciting emerging technology that can be used in schools to support, extend, or change pedagogy and curriculum outcomes. This paper outlines the results from a recently completed research project that investigated the use of student-generated digital video across the K-12 curriculum in five Australian schools. This paper particularly examines the teachers’ rationales, students’ learning outcomes and the ways in which pedagogy was enhanced in the schools through the use of student-generated digital video projects.

Introduction

Recent developments in information and communication technologies (ICT) are starting to impact on the teaching and learning that takes place in schools. In particular, the use of digital video is increasing in classrooms. Video usage has been common in schools for over a decade, but the digital aspect allows editing and annotating in ways that were not previously possible in classrooms. One new development in the pedagogical use of digital video is student-generated digital video, which provides students with opportunities to act as scriptwriters, camera crew, editors and directors. Ease of use of recently developed editing programs allows students as young as 6 years of age to assume some of the roles described here.

This paper considers the pedagogical implications of students generating and editing their own digital video in the classroom. Five case studies of schools and classes using digital video (DV), in which students chose their topic, scripted the video, filmed and directed it, were considered. This paper gives an overview of the findings and some implications of this study. Firstly, an outline of relevant research in the area is provided and this is then followed by details of the study. We end by suggesting a model of good practice arising from the study.

Research Studies on Learning through Digital Video

Searches of contemporary research literature revealed that few studies have been conducted which focus on the learning that has occurred in schools through the use and production of digital video by students. However, this is increasingly becoming an area of interest to researchers of ICT in learning. A recent study by Goldman (2004) investigated how ‘digital video ethnographies’ (Goldman 2004, p. 164) help to transform learning environments. She noted a deep engagement with project-based investigation and a sharing of perspective as adolescent students created their own projects using DV.

Another example of a study of teaching and learning with DV is seen in a recent British Educational Communications and Technology Agency (BECTA) report on the use of student-generated digital video in fifty UK schools (Reid, Burn, & Parker 2002). In these case studies, students’ video products were examined for the quality of the film-making, the final product and what the students had learnt about generating video. The BECTA study found that student engagement was increased and that a range of learning styles was promoted. Another study
considered the benefits of using digital video for learning (Swain, Sharpe & Dawson 2003). The authors found that the process of generating and editing video about a curriculum issue (in this case, history) encouraged deeper level thinking by students about that subject matter.

There are a number of studies that look at student-generated digital video in higher education contexts (Crean, 2001; Ludewig, 2001), and these studies were of value in informing the current project. There are also numerous ‘teacher success stories’ in the literature which describe teachers using student-generated digital video in K-12 classrooms. One paper argues the case for use of DV to develop and share ‘digital stories’ in fourth and fifth grade, with benefits of supporting structure and development of confidence in writing (Banaszewski 2002). Another example deals with the production of video in science classes (Thode 2001), while Anderson (2002) looked at the production by sixth grade students of digital videos for orientation of new students. However, most of this literature tends to be merely descriptive in nature and does not consider the role of the teacher, the learning outcomes achieved, the perceptions of the students or other pedagogical aspects of using DV in learning.

In summary, there is a small but growing body of literature which assisted us in our attempts to understand the pedagogical implications of using student-generated digital video, but what is missing from this literature is specific reference to K-12 studies in Australia, and, more importantly, studies which considered the broader picture synthesising the role of teachers’ beliefs and rationales, students’ learning and engagement, and school contexts, in examining pedagogy with student-generated digital video. The study described in this paper set out to gain a deeper insight into these areas.

The Study

Our study sought to gain an understanding of the way that teachers and students interact and learn in classrooms in which practice using student-generated digital video occurs. A qualitative research paradigm was used in this interpretive study (Erickson 1986; Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to develop a deep understanding of the practices occurring in five case study classrooms.

Research Questions Relevant to this Paper

The following are the research questions that served as a framework for the interpretation of the data discussed in this paper:

- What are teachers’ rationales for using student-generated digital video in their classes?
- What is the nature of the learning outcomes in student-generated digital video use in various curriculum areas?
- What pedagogical approaches are being used with this new technology?

Method and Techniques

Participants

Five case schools were selected across K-12 (ages 5 to 17) so that there were both primary and secondary schools and a range of curriculum areas and pedagogical contexts for the use of the technology. The schools were scattered across two different Australian states (New South Wales and Victoria) and comprised two state primary schools and three secondary schools. One of the secondary schools was a state school and the other two were both Catholic systemic schools. The schools investigated were all well known as schools that were implementing innovative and exciting approaches using student-generated digital video (see Schuck and Kearney (2003) for further details).

Data Collection

Each school was visited on a minimum of two days by at least two members of the research team, which comprised the two authors and two research assistants. Data were collected in a number of ways.
a. Initial open-ended questionnaires were given to teachers and administrators to collect demographic information and views about administrative structures, and to probe rationales for use of student-generated DV.

b. Observation of lessons was conducted using a semi-structured observation schedule. Video of class activities was also taken. (A previous paper provided an overview of some of the issues surrounding the use of digital video as a research tool in this project (Schuck & Kearney 2004a)).

c. Interviews were held with teachers, administrators and selected students in focus groups. Students were selected for these interviews by means of purposeful sampling (Bogdan & Biklen 1998). They were the students who had been involved in the production of video clips as part of their school curriculum.

d. Artefacts made by the students were collected as well as school documentation about ICT management, rationale and use.

Analysis

The story of each case school was constructed and developed from the multiple sources of data on that case, by one of the researchers who had visited that school. Each case was written with the research questions in mind and data that informed the questions were used in the case construction. The case was then read and checked by other researchers who had visited that school. Reference to raw data on video and audiotape was made in the case of disagreement about any aspect of the case. On completion of the five cases, the case stories were then examined by the researchers for trends and differences amongst the case schools. A set of categories emerged from this examination. The research questions were used as the focus for this categorisation.

Findings

An outline of the findings concerning teacher rationales, learning outcomes and pedagogical approaches follows. These findings indicate that well-designed, student-generated digital video tasks are strongly aligned with principles of independent, authentic learning. These tasks share characteristics of being student-centred, context-rich and encouraging active group participation. Such tasks in this study were seen to provide students with flexibility and choice, usually creating a strong sense of ownership, self-regulation and contributing to self-esteem benefits and personal interest in topics. Students projected their personalities in unique, creative ways, particularly when they were aware of their peers as the target audience for their productions.

Teacher Rationales and Modes of Use

Most of the teachers in this study initially started using digital video for their own use, and during this process became aware of the value of the tool for their students. In this way, their classroom use of DV was often an extension of their personal interest in digital movie making. There was a strong teacher belief that DV work could lead to independent, active group learning and facilitate student creativity and an experiential approach to learning. They were mindful of the seductive nature of the video medium for students and the potential for subsequent engagement when students generate their own productions (particularly amongst reluctant learners). They were also aware of new digital literacy skills learned through DV work as well as the potential for authentic assessment and informative reporting. These expectations were generally strongly aligned with the students’ learning outcomes from their lessons. Teachers also mentioned the value of generating deeper conceptual understanding of curriculum topics, although this was not noted as strongly in the learning outcomes that emerged from the DV tasks.

Modes of Use of Student-Generated Digital Video Projects

The study identified three main modes in which teachers used student-generated digital video projects. Over sixty different student-generated digital video projects were part of the data in the study and these projects were used as learning tools in the following distinct modes (see Table 1): mode 1—DV was used as a communication tool to facilitate students’ communication of a message, idea or information; mode 2—DV was used
as an observation and analysis tool to enhance students’ observation and analysis of performance or phenomena; mode 3—DV was used as a reflection tool to support students’ reflection on their own learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode /Purpose</th>
<th>Elaboration</th>
<th>Examples /Performers</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Mode 1:** Communication Tool  
To empower learners to express and communicate ideas, feelings and information. | Tell a story. Teach / model a concept or skill. Show a model / simulation / demonstration. Present research findings. Present a role play or drama performance. Report on special event (excursion, guest speaker, graduation etc.). Promote subject / class / school. Promote culture (e.g. for cultural exchange by language learners). Support discussion in online communities. | News, documentary, press conference, cartoon, satire, talk show, music clip, advertisement, game show, drama, review, investigative report, animation, Claymation, instructional, biography | Peers (small group, class), teacher, school community (parents, other teachers and students from other classes), local & wider community. |
| **Mode 2:** Observation and Analysis Tool  
To observe, analyse and gain feedback on a performance or phenomenon. To aid learners’ observations, measurement & analysis. | Use of video facilities (slow motion replay, ‘toggle’ etc.) to make sophisticated observations of a performance or phenomenon. Possible use of video analysis software to make measurements and further analysis. | Feedback on performance tasks such as public speaking, drama productions, psychomotor skills etc. Observation and measurement of natural phenomena, such as analysis of motion. | Self / peers / teacher. |
| **Mode 3:** Reflection Tool  
To facilitate learners’ reflection and metacognition | Students review and reflect on their learning through the lens of the camera. Students build up a video-based record of their learning, creating a digital ‘story’ of their own learning over time (e.g. for their e-portfolio). | Video-based journals (including online video blogs). Video-based documentaries of self, autobiography Think aloud modelling. Inclusion of clips in e-portfolios. | Self / teacher |

Table 1: Summary of Modes of Use of Student-generated Digital Video from Study

The majority of projects from the data in the study (65% of cases) involved students’ use of DV as a communication tool; students built their videos to basically ‘tell a story’ or relay messages, ideas or information. The mode 1 projects often involved students acting in roles in a variety of film genres such as news items, interviews, advertisements, and music clips. Sufficient data were collected from mode 1 uses to establish a model of good practice for DV projects used to ‘communicate a message’ (this model is discussed later in this paper). Far fewer cases in the study involved using DV to facilitate students’ observation and analysis of performances and phenomena (23% of cases) or to enhance students’ reflection skills (12% of cases). One school was using student-created DV clips as a reflection tool in conjunction with digital portfolios while another school planned to use student clips as a basis for a video-based learning log. Further studies are needed to investigate these less common uses of DV tasks (modes 2 and 3) and explore links with authentic pedagogy and assessment.

Sample Mode 1 Uses: Student-generated DV with a ‘News Production’ Context

We observed many mode 1 uses of student-generated DV projects across most KLAs over the five case schools (see Schuck and Kearney (2004b) for a detailed description of over seventy examples). In the following two examples, students used a News Production context in their video project work.

The first example involved approximately 20 senior primary students (all volunteers) who formed an editorial team that prepared and published weekly news items on the school’s intranet for the school community. The team met regularly to discuss possible items and wrote about the things that were happening in the school. The students were responsible for both content and technical production and did their own filming, editing, spell checking etc. The children had a variety of roles, including technical officer, interviewer, writer of technical tips and sports reporters. Video clips were used to capture a variety of school events and students used iMovie to edit their
videos, including commentary and text additions. The level of teamwork was high, there were clear roles and the students were generally independent in these roles. The students appeared to receive minimal support from the teacher or librarian and indeed, their teacher perceived her main teaching role as a ‘sounding board’ for students. The children involved in the project were keen to expand it and link up with other schools around the world to share surveys, videos and make comparisons.

The second example involved a Year 10 History class who were studying the 1967 referendum on whether Australian Aboriginals should be included in the census. The class were asked to make a presentation on this topic using the medium of their choice and one group chose to present their assignment using iMovie. They scripted, acted, filmed, and edited a mock ‘news bulletin production’ and put in various effects to add to its professional appearance before showing it to their peers. Their final production was a slick 10 minute DVD production involving the group’s leader acting as the newsreader ‘at the desk’ of the TV news bulletin (set in 1967). During their news bulletin, they staged 3 interviews ‘in the field’ to probe pertinent issues surrounding the referendum. Students acted as reporters and interviewees. They blended an impressive range of historical facts and appropriate humour into their presentation. A noteworthy aspect was the students’ initiative in presenting their assignment in this way, and the motivation, enthusiasm and learning that was evident from doing this project. David (one of the students in the group) explained that the News format was a familiar one to most of their peers and they were very concerned about effectively communicating their idea to their peers. He later explained the ‘neutral’, unbiased nature of the news reporting genre that allowed them to be impartial in their presentation of the topic: “We tried to give both points of view - it came from both ways. It [their production] had a point of view from the average person who did not really like it and there was that this would be a break through and this would really happen.”

Student Learning Outcomes

A variety of learning outcomes emerged from the study and they are summarized in Table 2. The following outcomes were evident in most cases in this study: development of movie-making skills and related language development, development of media literacy skills, communication and presentation skills, metacognitive and affective skills. In tune with the teacher beliefs, students displayed highly impressive levels of autonomous behaviour, engagement and motivation. Indeed, there were overwhelmingly strong data to support the claim that students were on-task and motivated during their DV tasks. This motivation occurred most particularly when students had designed and implemented a task of their own making, rather than one designed by the teacher. The value of student ownership was apparent in these tasks. Students enjoyed the opportunity to project their personalities through their projects – particularly when their peers were the target audience. This potential to creatively ‘illuminate their own characters’ via these DV projects seems to contrast with many traditional, paper-based class tasks (at least, as perceived by students) and may help explain why many students told us how this type of work contrasts with their usual class experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>Elaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain specific conceptual and skill development</td>
<td>Concepts and skills relating to specific curriculum areas such as science, mathematics, creative arts etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie making skill development and related language development</td>
<td>Storyboarding, film techniques, editing, publishing etc. and use of associated jargon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literacy skills</td>
<td>Including media, visual, cultural and critical literacies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and presentation skills</td>
<td>Oral, written, reading, listening, visual. Acting skills. Interviewing skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational and teamwork skills</td>
<td>Organizing and planning skills; managing, leadership, negotiation and social skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-order thinking skills</td>
<td>Problem-solving, reasoning, analysing, creating and questioning skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive skills</td>
<td>Becoming aware of how one learns, reflection on own learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective skills</td>
<td>Enhancement of self-esteem; risk-taking; value of subject, appreciation of films; care of equipment, responsibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of Student Learning Outcomes from DV Projects in the Study

However, compared with other outcomes in Table 2, we noticed relatively low levels of rigorous conceptual development relating to curriculum outcomes. Indeed, we collected data which indicated that the technology was sometimes impeding these outcomes. One example of this occurred in a year 8 mathematics class, where students were filming the motion of a model car down a slope to graph the motion. Much attention was paid
to the filming and associated aspects, but little or no attention was paid to the graphing or development of related concepts. In light of this type of data from the study, the following features emerged as crucial for student-generated digital video tasks with the primary aim of facilitating rigorous conceptual development in any curriculum area:

- Assessment needs to be properly aligned with these intended learning outcomes. If conceptual development is an intended outcome, then students should be able to demonstrate this development through something like a learning journal or at least using their own words and answering impromptu questions during their final presentations. Formative assessment (e.g. at the storyboard stage) is also important here.
- Students need to be familiar with and develop necessary teamwork skills to engage in these projects effectively and without being distracted.
- Students need some movie-making skills and a basic understanding of the ‘language of the medium’ for the technology to be seamlessly integrated into the learning process. School ICT coordinators need to confront this issue using some sort of development program in younger years before endorsing use of student-generated DV tasks across the curriculum for concept development.
- Students need an opportunity to ‘celebrate their learning’ in the crucial presentation stage of the project by articulating their learning and discussing underlying concepts from their films.

When these conditions were met in our case studies, the DV tasks would ‘sharpen the focus’ of students on underlying concepts in the film and related curriculum outcomes ensued. This development was often concurrent with a similar progression of students’ personal interest in the subject matter being studied. The DV tasks facilitated the expansion of students’ initial, extrinsic interests (including novelty), to deeper, personal interests in the topic. For example, a task which promoted such understanding was observed in a year 3 class (8-9 year olds) where students were studying human virtues by scripting and filming a video in which they portrayed a particular ‘virtue’ and its benefits to others. Students had been thoroughly taught how to script, film and edit and this allowed them to focus on the virtues and not the process of making the video. An important part of the learning process was the final stage in which the students presented the work to other classes in the school to further discuss and illustrate their chosen virtues and to encourage others to demonstrate these virtues themselves.

In summary, students in this study enjoyed unique opportunities to ‘find a voice’ and creatively project their personalities through their DV tasks. They were acutely aware of the intended audience and seemed to be most motivated by their peers as the target audience. A range of learning outcomes were evident in the study, including strong indications that students were developing movie-making skills, some forms of digital literacy such as media literacy skills, communication and presentation skills, metacognitive skills and some affective outcomes such as self esteem development. There was limited evidence of rigorous conceptual development relating to curriculum outcomes.

**Pedagogical Approaches**

The major areas in which pedagogical approaches tended to differ from those in other lessons were as described below:

- Teacher roles tended to be more instructor on technical skills than on content
- Students had more independent roles, deciding, in some cases, on whether to use digital video, then scripting and directing as well as acting in their videos. They also seemed to take responsibility for dissemination of the videos in presentations
- Peer and group learning was evident in all cases, and this appeared to be a given aspect of each activity, possibly because of the nature of movie-making
- Authentic learning opportunities were strongly evident and this was a major finding of the study. The authenticity was apparent through the ability of DV to be used in real-world contexts; to develop life skills; and to be produced for a real audience
- Assessment, in terms of student self-assessment and teacher observations, was noted as differing from more traditional assessment practices.

Many teachers encouraged the students to take a playful approach to their filming and editing and set up very open-ended activities for them to discover their own mistakes and learn from them. The immediate feedback students received when they reviewed their films, as well as the ability to later edit their mistakes, helped students and teachers feel comfortable with this open-ended approach to learning. The autonomous style of learning
supported by these open-ended tasks required a significant degree of flexibility from the teacher as students created their own learning pathways at their own pace.

A strong theme to emerge in the study was the authentic nature of the DV tasks given to students. These tasks were designed to encourage students to consider real-world, interesting contexts and also develop useful, current skills and communicate through a contemporary medium. Once again, the awareness of peers as the target audience was motivating for students, encouraged them to use their own humour and generally enhanced the authentic nature of their learning experiences. Indeed, in light of this awareness of their peers as the intended audience, many students appreciated using DV as a medium for their class presentations, allowing them to feel more relaxed and confident in their presentation. Assessment also was underpinned by this authentic theme and included self assessment practices, and use of e-portfolios. Teacher observation and frequent feedback throughout the production process was also important.

**Emerging Model of Good Practice for Mode 1 Digital Video Projects**

Many data were collected from a variety of *stages* in the production process of *mode 1* DV Tasks (discussed previously) as students made movies to ‘communicate a message’. These stages ranged from the initial brainstorm and storyboard stages through to the important presentation and dissemination stages. Principles of good practice subsequently emerged from these data and are described in further detail in Schuck and Kearney (2004b). These principles include suggestions for teaching strategies and peer support structures at each stage of the *mode 1* DV production process. However, as noted earlier, insufficient data were collected from *modes 2 and 3* uses of DV to support claims of good practice and this should become a direction for future research.

At the initial development of ideas and storyboarding stages, teacher scaffolding and modelling were important. For example, some teachers in the study used segments of past students’ work or commercial movies to make pertinent points, spark ideas for new projects and model appropriate language. A wide degree of choice here enhanced student ownership of their projects as discussed previously. Choices of content, roles and even film genre, were motivating. The choice of student peers as the target audience was a major source of motivation and encouraged use of humour and appropriate language in the final productions. Mind maps and other organizers were used as planning tools to brainstorm ideas for storyboards. Students were made accountable for their final storyboards and were prepared for ‘re-storyboarding’: editing and re-editing their plans before filming. For example, students in one class in the study had a requirement that they had to ‘sell’ their storyboard to their teacher (the director) (i.e. persuade their teacher of its worth) before they could start filming.

In the filming and editing stages, roles were rotated and a peer expert system was useful for students in the sometimes technically challenging editing stage. In one primary school, widespread use was made of ‘peer mentors’, children who had learned how to edit, or make claymations in a previous class, and were the experts in the class to whom students were directed for assistance. At this filming stage, teachers of younger children supplied extra scaffolding such as issuing their children with teacher-made ‘media elements’ for their films. For example, one teacher lent considerable help to her K children (5 to 6 year olds) at this stage of the process. Small group reflection and informal peer assessment of films also was encouraged at this stage to promote quality products.

Perhaps the most important data in this part of the study concerned the final stages of the DV project: ‘celebrating’ and sharing the students’ final products and conducting discussion around these artefacts. These presentations provided significant opportunities for meaningful class discussions centred on the intended learning outcomes of the projects. The importance of the teacher’s role here in mediating and directing this discussion cannot be over-emphasised; potentially these discussions (and subsequent reflections) determine the overall quality of project learning outcomes. Dissemination and publishing of student products needs serious consideration and a number of outlets emerged, including school film festivals, student-led conferences, external film competitions, international cultural exchanges and TV shows.

Formative assessment procedures are recommended in almost every stage of our model. These include peer assessment and encouragement of group discussion and sharing of perspectives at all stages of the process, including the use of online filming communities for this purpose. Teacher observation and feedback is also crucial, especially in the important early stages of the process. For example, to assess language development, teachers need to be active observers of students’ learning conversations and writings.
Conclusion

This paper outlines some of the findings of a project on student-generated digital video. The project provided an in-depth view of the pedagogies, beliefs, approaches and school contexts that exist when students are given the opportunity of using student-generated digital video to create their own videos. Findings of significance were the following: the authors saw clear evidence of student-generated digital video strongly enhancing pedagogy in the area of student engagement and autonomy. We noted the value of the audience in focusing student activity, and also found that student voice and ownership were key factors in enhancing the learning process. A suggestion arising from the study is that more emphasis is given to the development of conceptual understanding through the use of DV, and that this area is researched further. Three major modes of classroom use were identified, namely: as a communication tool (mode 1); as an observation and analysis tool (mode 2); as a reflection tool (mode 3). It was found that most projects in the study could be identified as being mode 1 usage. Modes 2 and 3 did not seem to be used as frequently as would be expected, given their importance in learning and teaching. The research study also benefited from insights into the pedagogies used in the case studies. Principles for good practice in mode 1 projects were developed from the data. Key principles included the importance of ongoing self, peer and teacher assessment and also the importance of celebrating student products through presentation and discussion.
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